Structural Behavior of Pipelines Buried in Expansive Soils under Rainfall Infiltration (Part I: Transverse Behavior)
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Abstract

Landslides, fault movements as well as shrink/swell soil displacements can exert important additional loadings on soil buried structures such as pipelines. These loadings may damage the buried structures whenever they reach the strength limits of the structure material. This paper presents a two-dimensional plane-strain finite element analysis of an 800 mm diameter water supply pipeline buried within the expansive clay of the Ain-Tine area (Mila, Algeria), considering the unsaturated behavior of the soil under a rainfall infiltration of 4 mm/day intensity and which lasts for different time durations (8, 15 and 30 days). The simulations were carried out using the commercial software module SIGMA/W and considering different initial soil suction conditions P1, P2, P3 and P4. The soil surface heave and the radial induced forces on the pipeline ring (i.e., Axial $F_A$, Shear $F_S$ forces and bending moments $M_B$) results indicated that following the changes of suction the rainfall infiltration can cause considerable additional loads on the buried pipeline. Moreover, these loads are proportionally related to the initial soil suction conditions as well as to the rainfall infiltration time duration. The study highlighted that the unsaturated behavior of expansive soils because of their volume instability are very sensitive to climatic conditions and can exert adverse effects on pipelines buried within such soils. As a result, consistent pipeline design should seriously consider the study of the effect of the climatic conditions on the overall stability of the pipeline structure.
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1. Introduction

Buried pipelines are important lifeline infrastructures used by many countries and companies to transport fluids (i.e., water or gas) to remediate the strong hydraulic and energy resources inequalities over the world. The geotechnical and structural engineers faced many challenges to safely and durably design and build these budget-consuming projects. Landslides, fault movements as well as shrink/swell soil displacements can exert important additional loadings on structures especially for pipelines buried within expansive soils. These loadings may damage these structures or disturb their normal operations whenever their magnitudes reach the strength limits of the structure material.
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In recent decades, professional and academic forensic surveys have revealed that the unsaturated behavior of expansive soils is the main cause of the reported damages that occurred on many types of structures such as lightweight structures and buildings [1, 2], water transport canals used in agriculture activities [3]. Severe damages were reported also on buried pipelines [4, 5] in many parts of the world such as arid and semi-arid regions, as a result of deformations induced by volume changes that characterize expansive soils [6, 7].

It is known that arid and semi-arid areas, are usually characterized, by a deep water table and by extremely dry surface soils which bear negative pore water pressures (suction) [8] and which are extremely sensitive to wetting and drying. When these soils are expansive, the supply of a tiny quantity of water may develop within these soils important swelling deformations as well as important swelling pressures when the deformations are blocked. The mechanical characteristics (i.e., shear strength and deformation parameters) of the soils located above the water table are inversely related to the moisture content which increases the sensitivity of these soils to the climate conditions such as rainfall [9–11]. Han et al. [12] describe the suction as an energy potential that takes the form of a tension stress which is exerted on the soil skeleton, this potential keeps, together, the soil particles in packets, offering more resistance of the soil against deformations.

Rainfall precipitation or irrigation activities provide a downward water flow in the expansive soil increasing its moisture content and reducing its suction simultaneously, and consequently provokes volume changes which are measured as vertical displacements on the ground surface of such types of soil [10, 13, 14]. The volume changes that occur in the pipeline embedding soil provoke loading forces on the structure of the pipeline that can endanger the stability of the lifeline infrastructure. The unsaturated behavior effects on pipeline response have been analyzed both experimentally and numerically as well as under different loading conditions (i.e., landslides, faults movements ...).

Experimental large scale tests have been conducted by Randeniya et al. [15] to investigate deformations of a steel pipeline buried in an unsaturated clayey soil under different saturation conditions; they found that the backfill soil’s degree of saturation can considerably control pipeline deformations. Full-scale tests and finite element simulations were carried out by Robert et al. [16]. They found that the unsaturated soil strength and stiffness increase with soil suction and externally imposed ground movements increase lateral loads on pipelines. Huang et al. [17] have conducted a full scale analysis of the effect of the frost heave on a 105m long and 0.9m diameter chilled gas pipeline with 35m long was buried in permafrost in Alaska. They found that the pipelines buried in the arctic region suffer damages due the induced soil vertical movements which principally take the form of bending actions causing strains on the pipeline bodies.

In which concern numerical studies, a finite element analysis has been conducted by Rajeev and Kodikara [18] and Robert and Soga [19]. The obtained results showed that the reduction in suction due to the increase in moisture content provokes an increase of the soil loading on the buried structures such as pipelines. In this direction, an interesting study about the background of pipelines have been undertaken by Al-Khazaali et al. [20] that can be used as a good platform to do pipeline-soil interaction researches in unsaturated mediums. Moreover, the response of buried pipelines under strike-slip fault movements have been studied by Vazouras et al. [21] and Oghabi et al. [22]. Saadeldin et al. [23] investigated through a parametric study the influence of the moisture content variations on the longitudinal movements of a hypothetical pipeline of 6 m length and 0.15 m diameter that occurred due to change in suction by considering different boundary conditions. The transverse soil-pipeline system deformations associated with trenching was studied by Al-Khazaali et al. [20] considering the effect of the groundwater table (GWT) level and that of the depth of excavation. This study helps to define the safe combination (GWT, Depth) when trenching near to buried pipeline in unsaturated soils.

All the previous studies highlighted the importance of taking into consideration the unsaturated behaviour of the expansive embedding soils which can cause important additional loadings on the buried structures considering the longitudinal response of the pipelines.

To address the substantial hydrological inequalities that characterize the eastern side of Algeria, more than 600 km of water supply pipelines supplying water from the Beni-Haroun dam, were buried in the Mila basin (Mila province, Algeria), a region known by its semi-arid climate [24] and famous as a highly sensitive region to shrink/swell movements [25]. In recent years, many of the water transport pipelines have suffered repetitive damages in north of Algeria taking the form of leakage points along the pipeline route. During the rainy season the problem worsens and the leakage rate recorded increases. Unfortunately, after the construction of the Beni-Haroun dam in 2006 (i.e., the largest dam in Algeria, Mila province), the Algerian Ministry of Water Resources received several investigation reports on the damages that occurred on the water supply pipelines which are experiencing many leakage points along their routes. The site named Aine-Tine is one of the reported cases. Forensic studies indicated that the cause is mainly related to the interaction between these buried structures with the expansion of the clayey soils of Mila basin where large areas have been classified by Athmania et al. [25] as high sensitive to the shrink/swell phenomena (see Figure 1). The Aine-Tine site located in Aine-Tine municipality is crossed by an 800 mm diameter water supply pipeline which carries water to more than 12 municipalities of the Mila province.
The serious economic and environment effects of these damages highlight the importance of taking into consideration the unsaturated behavior of such soils during the design and the construction of pipelines in Algeria. The safety and durability of buried pipeline-systems necessitate careful design studies which need to take into account all of the probable contributing factors related to the materials (i.e., soil and pipeline), environment (i.e., freezing, drying and wetting cycles) and loading (i.e., overburden stresses, traffic) to study the behavior of pipelines usually buried in the vadose zone (i.e., above the water table) at 2 to 3 m from the ground surface in order to predict and reduce the possible damage of the structures.

In this study, a Finite Element Analysis has been conducted using the commercial software SIGMA/W to assess the pipeline structural response expressed in terms of radial induced axial force $F_A$, shear force $F_S$ and bending moment $M_B$ that are exerted on the pipeline perimeter following the expansive soil volume change provoked by a 4 mm/day rainfall infiltration event lasting for 30 days (i.e., 1 month). The present study aims to understand the effect soil wetting on the pipeline/unsaturated-soil interaction by considering (1) different rainfall time durations and (2) the initial soil suction conditions. The water supply pipeline coming from the Beni-Haroun Dam of 800 mm diameter buried at 2 m depth in Aine-Tine (Mila, Algeria) expansive soil was used in this numerical analysis. First, this article begins with an introduction which presents a summary of the literature on previous pipeline-soil interaction studies and the background and goals of the present study followed by a presentation of the methodology used to perform the analysis and then an overview of the SIGMA/W finite element software used in this investigation. Following a detailed description of the main features of the Aine-Tine area the numerical model adopted (geometry and boundary conditions) the material characteristics used to simulate Aine-Tine expansive soil and pipeline structure are exposed. Finally, the results obtained are presented and discussed where conclusions and future works are proposed at the end of this study.

2. Research Methodology

Pipelines are linear structures used for transporting fluids such as gas and liquids. They are usually buried in various types of soils over long distances and can cross through areas with high sensitivity to expansion. In the present work, a two-dimensional numerical simulation is performed to analyze the transverse structural behavior of a buried pipeline following expansion movements due to rainfall precipitation. The paper is a contribution to help engineers to predict reasonably what are the probable reasons that cause several water leakage points and which constitute continuous disturbance of the water supply process. The main steps of the numerical analysis are summarized in the flowchart below (see Figure 2):

![Figure 1. Water leakage point at Aine-Tine site](image)
3. The Study Area

The study area is located in the Mila province in the North-East of Algeria (see Figure 3) which belongs to the eastern Alpine chain of the north of Algeria. It is north bordered by the Skikda and Jijel Provinces, south by the Batna Province, West by the Setif province and by the Constantine province in the East. It is situated at 490 km from Algiers (i.e., the capital of the country) and at about 60 km from the city of Constantine. Mila covers an area of 3,550 km², composed by five communes (towns) and a number of 32 municipalities. The Aine-Tine site can be bracketed by latitudes 06°18’30” and 06°19’00” and longitudes 36°25’30” and 36°25’45”. Geologically, Mila's exposure soil consists of Mio-Pliocene and Quaternary continental deposits which covers a set of carbonate, bedrock, of Cretaceous to Eocene ages. More than 70% of the geological formations are Alluviums and clays, where these occupy 50.14% and 21.83%, respectively [25].

Figure 3. Aine-Tine area location
The study area belongs to the semi-arid climate region of the country that receives precipitation below potential evapotranspiration, but not as low as the desert climate. The semi-arid climate is characterized by only two seasons: a hot dry season in summer and a cold rainy season in winter. Detailed investigations of the hydrological properties of the eastern side of Algeria have been presented by Mebarki [26]. The annual average precipitation in Mila province is 678.5 mm/year, even though in 1984 the maximum annual precipitation reached 1058 mm. The maximum monthly average is between 120 and 145 mm/month (i.e. December). During the period October to April, December is the rainiest month of the Mila region. It must be stressed that Mila is a geotechnical prone area (i.e., landslides and a shrink/swell movements). Rainfall precipitation is the principal trigger of these phenomena which occur especially during the wet season. This is due to the high sensitivity of clayey soils related to the decrease in suction following precipitations. Site investigation results indicated the water table level has been found to be located at about 15 m depth which is consistent with the data reported in [26].

4. Finite Element Analysis using SIGMA/W

The present study is a two-dimensional plane-strain numerical simulation of the soil-pipeline-environment interaction. The powerful 2D finite element SIGMA/W software was used. SIGMA/W is one of the modules of GEOSTUDIO software suite proposed by GeoSlope International Ltd. [27]. The suite is usually used for modeling stresses and deformations in ground and structural materials. The SIGMA/W module is widely used for geotechnical research and practice by civil and mining communities to carry out slope stability, consolidation, shrinkage/swelling and structural analysis in both saturated and unsaturated conditions ([28–30]). In our case, it is used here to investigate the transverse structural behavior of a steel pipeline buried in a high expansive soil considering the unsaturated behavior of the soil.

Similar 2D software programs (Plaxis 2D, FLAC 2D) can equally be used to carry out the present study. When comparing SIGMA/W and Plaxis 2D, it must be indicated that both give similar and conservative results due to the assumption of plane strain modeling. SIGMA/W is more flexible and faster than Plaxis 2D. Its software library contains linear, nonlinear, elastic and elastoplastic soil constitutive models to simulate soils with different meshing options controlling the form (i.e., triangle, square or combination between both) and the global size with possibility of refining. Plaxis 2D on the other hand, provides five mesh resolutions which can be applied (very coarse, coarse, medium, fine and very fine). As for the boundary conditions and loading options SIGMA/W makes it possible to consider constant values as for the usual x, y fixities or functions (i.e., spline, linear or step function) of time to simulate environment conditions such as precipitation or seismic actions. SIGMA/W gives also the possibility to model structures such as pipelines and retaining walls using bar and beam elements. The partial differential force equilibrium and water continuity equations are the two fundamental equations which govern the mechanical behavior of soil and flow behavior of the water phase in unsaturated soils, respectively [29]. These two equations are incorporated into SIGMA/W, which simplifies the two-dimensional saturated and unsaturated hydromechanical analyses. The unsaturated behavior of soils is governed by an incremental stress-strain relationship developed by Fredlund and Rahardjo [8] where it is a function of the net normal stress \((\sigma - u_a)\) and the suction \((u_a - u_w)\) as stress state variables. Shear stress and stiffness of unsaturated soil are functions of these two stress state variables. The two-dimensional matrix formulation of the stress-strain relationship incorporated in SIGMA/W is as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta \varepsilon_x \\
\Delta \varepsilon_y \\
\Delta \gamma_{xy}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & -\mu & 0 \\
-\mu & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 2(1 + \mu)
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\Delta (\sigma_x - u_a) \\
\Delta (\sigma_y - u_a) \\
\Delta \tau_{xy}
\end{bmatrix} + \frac{1}{E}
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
10 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\Delta (u_a - u_w) \\
\Delta (u_a - u_w) \\
\Delta (u_a - u_w)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1)

Where \(\varepsilon_x, \varepsilon_y\) and \(\gamma_{xy}\) are the normal and shear strain components, \(\sigma_x, \sigma_y\) and \(\tau_{xy}\) are the normal and shear stress components, \(E\) is the Young’s modulus of the soil structure, \(H\) is the elasticity modulus with respect to a change in suction and \(\mu\) is the Poisson’s ratio. \(H\) is estimated adopting the relationship \(H = E/(1 - 2\mu)\) according to Vu and Fredlund [14, 31] published works. SIGMA/W helps users to consider automatically the additional shear strength of unsaturated soils evolving from the suction by extending the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion as shown in Equation 2.

\[
\tau_f = c' + (\sigma - u_a) \tan \varphi' + (u_a - u_w) \Theta \tan \varphi'
\]

(2)

Where \(\Theta\) is the normalized volumetric water content VWC or \([\theta_w - \theta_r]/(\theta_s - \theta_r)\) where \(\theta_r\) is the volumetric water content at residual state, \(\theta_s\) is the volumetric water content at saturated state. Modeling of the unsaturated behavior requires the definition of the hydraulic property functions of the soil, which are the soil-water characteristic SWCC and the permeability function \(K\) which relates the volumetric water content and the hydraulic conductivity to the soil suction. The calculation of the variation of unsaturated modulus of elasticity \((E_{unsat})\) due to the change in saturation state of the soil is possible using the incorporated function which defines the modulus of elasticity as a function of effective stress or suction (see Section 6.3) which takes into account changes in pore water pressures under precipitation, irrigation activities or rising of GWT. In addition to the van Genuchten [32] model of the SWCC
 included in Plaxis 2D, the used software includes the Fredlund and Xing [33] model and allows users to define their own soil water characteristic curve. Additionally, unlike others similar 2D geotechnical software’s (i.e., Plaxis2D or FLAC2D), SIGMA/W allows practitioners to define and combine geometries and analyze multiple geotechnical problems in a single modeling project and to solve analyses in parallel which considerably reduces simulation times.

5. Numerical Model

5.1. Model Geometry

A uniform soil profile is assumed to extend down to 4 m depth under the ground level with a length of 8 m horizontally, as shown in Figure 4. The horizontal and vertical dimensions of the model are set to avoid the effects of boundary conditions. These dimensions are related directly to the pipeline diameter where according to the recommendations presented in many published researches ([21, 22, 34]) it was found after simulations that it is sufficient to numerically evaluate induced large displacements on pipeline transverse cross section by having a cross-section model with 10 and 5 times the pipe diameter for horizontal and vertical dimensions, respectively. On the basis of these recommendations the present study was carried out adopting the model dimensions shown in Figure 4.

The meshes were generated automatically using the available option in SIGMA/W quadrilateral and triangles elements where a unified mesh size of 0.25 m was applied for the soil region. For the pipe, the beam element perimeter is divided into 24 equal segments, which gives an angle increment of 15° for each segment. The length s of each segment can be obtained by applying the following equation $s = r \cdot \theta$ (i.e. 0.104m) where r is the radius of the pipeline and $\theta$ is the angle. The total number of elements in the model is equal to 690 elements.

5.2. Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions of the model are: left and right boundaries are fixed only in the x-direction and the bottom boundary is fixed both in the x and y directions. To model the rainfall effect, a 4 mm/day constant rainfall unit flux $q$ (mm/day) lasting for 30 days, which corresponds to the minimum daily average occurring in the rainiest month in the Mila basin (i.e., December) was assigned to the top surface of the model. As for the suction, the boundary conditions are given in Figure 5. To study the effect of suction, four initial profiles of suction P1, P2, P3 and P4 are imposed on the model based on the assumption of a hydrostatic linear distribution of the suction above the water table to simplify the study. The imposed suction profiles may correspond to different water table levels or reflect different degrees of surface evapotranspiration that characterize arid and semi-arid climate regions such as Mila province. The theoretical water table levels corresponding to the suction profiles P1, P2, P3 and P4 are equal to 15, 30, 60 and 120 m, respectively. The first profile corresponds to the Aine-Tine area water table depth which gives a suction value at the top surface of the model equal to 147 kPa (see Figure 5). The other profiles are obtained by a double increment way ($P1=1/2 P2, P2=1/2 P3$ and $P3=1/2 P4$). Therefore, four pressure head values equal to -11, -26, -56 and -116 m are, respectively, maintained along the bottom boundary nodes of the model for each suction profile during the rainfall simulation.
6. Material Characteristics

6.1. Clay

The pipeline is buried in the vadose zone of the Aine-Tine area which is classified according to USCS classification system as CH, which is an inorganic clay of high plasticity with a clay content equal to 52%. The geotechnical parameters of Aine-Tine clay are presented in Table 1. They were summarized from in situ and laboratory investigation reports of soil studies carried out on the Aine-Tine site between the years 2015 and 2017. The integrated extended elastic-perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb (MC) constitutive model was used to model the clayey soil. It is successfully used to analyze soil-pipeline interaction problems considering the unsaturated behavior of the soil [16, 19, 20]. The gravity is set to 9.81 m/s².

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Soil property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Particle size distribution (%)</td>
<td>Sand=26, Silt=22, Clay=52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atterberg limits (%)</td>
<td>w_L=65.32, w_p=27.87, I_p=37.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Void ratio e</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total unit weight γ_t (KN/m³)</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dry unit weight γ_d(KN/m³)</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aine-Tine Clay</td>
<td>Natural moisture content w_nat (%)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elastic modulus E_sat (kPa)</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio μ</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angle of internal friction φ (°)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cohesion C (kPa)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saturated permeability K_sat(m/day)</td>
<td>5e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USCS Classification</td>
<td>CH, Inorganic clay of high plasticity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2. Hydraulic Property Functions, SWCC and K

Physical parameters such as particle size distribution and plasticity indices are the main factors that determine the shape of the soil water characteristic curve (SWCC). An estimation of the SWCC function was carried out based on literature reviews where the similarity of the index properties was considered as the criterion of selection amongst
many published soil results around the world. The estimated SWCC has been found to be close to that of the Regina clay presented in [13, 29, 35] papers. Using Pedo-Transfer prediction options available in SIGMA/W software such as the van Genuchten [32] and Fredlund and Xing’s [33] methods, the SWCC can be estimated. In the present study, the van Genuchten model shown in Equation 3 was used to estimate the SWCC using the particle size distribution data and the plasticity index results shown in Table 1.

\[
S = S_r + \frac{1 - S_r}{1 + (\frac{u_a - u_w}{\alpha})^n}^m
\]

Where \( S \) is the degree of saturation, \((u_a - u_w)\) is the suction, \( S_r \) is the residual saturation and \( a, n, \) and \( m \) are fitting parameters where \( n = 1/(1 - m) \). The corresponding van Genuchten [32] values of these parameters used in this study are as follow: \( a = 0.5, n = 1.08 \). The pore water movement is governed by the soil permeability function \( K \). Using the SWCC and the saturated permeability \( K_{sat} \), The permeability function \( K \) was generated based on the van Genuchten method [32] method which is integrated in the GeoStudio software suite library. \( K_{sat} \) is assumed to be 5x10^{-3} m/day.

6.3. Modulus of Elasticity Variation with Respect to Suction

Many researchers have reported the dependency between soil stiffness and the suction value \((u_a - u_w)\) [15, 36, 37]. Oh et al. [36] proposed a semi-empirical model to predict the unsaturated Young’s modulus \( E_{unsat} \) of unsaturated cohesionless soils as shown in Equation 4 using the saturated elastic modulus \( E_{sat} \) and two fitting parameters. The extended model by Adem and Vanapalli [38] to cover all types of soils, was utilized in this study.

\[
E_{unsat} = E_{sat} \left[ 1 + \alpha \frac{(u_a - u_w)}{(P_a/101.3)} (S)^{\beta} \right]
\]

Where \( P_a \) is the atmospheric air pressure and \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are fitting parameters. In this analysis, the fitting parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), are taken equal to 2 and 0.1, respectively. The chosen values of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are appropriate for fine-grained expansive soils (i.e., clay) as confirmed by Adem and Vanapalli [38, 39].

6.4. Pipeline

Different diameter sizes of water transport pipelines are buried in Mila Basin. The analyzed section of pipeline buried in Aine-Tine site is 800 mm diameter and has a diameter-to-thickness ratio equal to 40 and assumed to be covered by 2 m clayey soil. The pipeline ring was modeled as a beam element using the linear elastic model. The behavior of the steel pipeline is governed by its rigidity, which is a function of its geometry dimensions and elastic modulus. The elastic modulus is assumed to be 2 GPa which corresponds to a flexible pipeline classification. The Aine-Tine pipeline characteristics are summarized in Table 2. Figure 4 shows the cross section used to calculate the moment of inertia that is essential for transverse pipeline simulations in the case of 2D plane-strain analysis. The interface between the pipeline and the soil was created using line area option. The interface was modeled using the same characteristics of the surrounding clayey soil presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Aine-Tine pipeline parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External diameter ( Q_{ext} ) (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness ( t ) (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aine-Tine Pipeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr/t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus ( E ) (GPa)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Results and Discussion

The numerical analyses were conducted to simulate the effect of the volume changes that occur in the expansive soil subjected to a saturation process acting as an external hydraulic loading (i.e., rainfall precipitation) on the buried pipeline. The results are presented in terms of induced (1) heave and deformations and (2) internal forces that apply along the ring of the pipeline following the decrease of soil suction. The rainfall time duration is taken into account by considering the results of four chosen time durations equal to 4, 8, 15 and 30 days of simulation and four initial suction profiles were studied to consider the effect of the initial suction (i.e., P1, P2, P3 and P4).
7.1. Suction Variations

Rainfall infiltration provides a downward flux which increases the water content of the soil and decreases consequently the suction (i.e. negative pore water pressure) of the soil. In this study, the effect on the suction of the rainfall that occurs during the rainiest month (December) in Mila basin is modelled. For the four initial suction profile conditions P1, P2, P3 and P4, the suction variations were evaluated as transient seepage analysis under 4 mm/day rainfall infiltration using SIGMA/W software where the hydraulic response is governed by the soil water characteristic curve SWCC and the permeability function $K$.

Figure 6 presents the variation of the suction profiles at the outer edges of the model in response to the wetting process throughout the simulation periods. It can be noticed that the soil suction decreases gradually starting from the top surface going to the bottom of the soil depth. And proportionally with time as shown for each chosen time duration of simulation 0, 4, 8, 15 and 30 days. Figure 6a, 6b, 6c and 6d are presented to provide a comparison where it is obvious that the higher the initial suction profile (P1, P2, P3 and P4), the higher the range of suction fluctuations. Similarities of the hydraulic response were obtained in many published studies [14, 31, 40].

![Figure 6. Evolution of soil suction with rainfall time for the suction profiles P1, P2, P3 and P4](image)

7.2. Soil Volume Changes (Heave)

The induced decrease of suction discussed in the above section leads to volume changes associated with deformations within the soil. Figure 7 depicts the contours of vertical displacements, for the whole model, after 30 days of 4mm/days rainfall intensity for different initial suction profile conditions P1, P2, P3 and P4 presented, respectively, in Figure 7a, 7b, 7c and 7d. The direction and magnitude of soil deformations can be viewed by the red arrow vectors for which the ascending vertical direction dominates the movements. The final calculated displacements at the top surface of the model, crown and invert of the pipeline are illustrated in Figure 8 where those obtained at the top surface are equal to 1.54, 2.01, 3.81 and 8.51 cm which correspond to the suction profiles P1, P2, P3 and P4, respectively, while those calculated at the crown of the pipeline are as follow 0.54, 0.82, 1.80 and 4.24 cm. Besides, matching proportionality between heave and decrease of soil suction have been obtained by Rajeev and Kodikara [18] during their experimental and numerical investigations on the effect of swell movements on buried pipelines following the moisture content increase to saturation level within the soil due to a succession of capillary rises. Figures 7a, 7b, 7c and 7d are presented to provide a comparison at the end of the simulation (30 days) where it can be observed that the higher the initial suction the higher the induced heave at the upper surface of the model. The magnitudes of heave decrease with depth where the ratios of the vertical displacements at the crown of the pipeline with those at the top surface of the model are equal to 35, 41, 47 and 50% which correspond to P1, P2, P3 and P4, respectively.
Figure 7. Vector and maximum displacements at the crown of the pipeline and at the top surface of the model for different initial suction after 30 days of rainfall infiltration.

Figure 8. Y-Displacement values at the Invert, Crown and Top surface for P1, P2, P3 and P4.

Figure 9 shows the distortions in the soil regions (with 5 x times magnification) around the pipeline area when the simulation period has reached the 30th day of rainfall infiltration for each initial soil suction profile. The deformed meshes indicate the magnitude and direction of the ground movements while the black ring indicates the original location of the pipe. Based on the comparison between the four deformed meshes (from P1 to P4), it is clear that deformations around the pipeline perimeter increase as the initial suction increases because of the increasing role of the soil suction that acts like a hydraulic stress that produce soil deformations which can be clearly seen in Equation 5 which correspond to the second member of the right hand side of the stress-strain relationship presented in Equation 2.
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta \epsilon_x (\text{suction}) \\
\Delta \epsilon_y (\text{suction}) \\
\Delta \gamma_{xy} (\text{suction})
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{H} \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\Delta (u_a - u_w) \\
\Delta (u_a - u_w) \\
\Delta (u_a - u_w)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Where, \(\Delta \epsilon_x (\text{suction})\), \(\Delta \epsilon_y (\text{suction})\) and \(\Delta \gamma_{xy} (\text{suction})\) are the normal and shear strain components with respect to the soil suction. Figures 9c and 9d showed that the soil at the pipeline crown and invert deformed significantly due to the high state of unsaturation in the suction P3 and P4, respectively, which induces a vertical displacement of the pipe. In the case of P1 and P2 the deformed meshes are presented in Figures 9a and 9b, respectively, for which the observed deformations mainly concern the crown of the pipeline due the limited expansion occurred at the pipeline invert mainly due to the low state of unsaturation of these two initial conditions.

A cross-section ovalization of the pipeline can be clearly observed in Figures 9b, 9c and 9d because the final vertical displacements (obtained at the 30th days) at the crown of pipeline are higher than those of the invert which leads to an increase of the pipeline diameter in the vertical direction as can be observed from Figure 8 where the increase of the diameter in the vertical direction reaches 1 and 2.1 cm taking into account the profile P3 and P4, respectively (GWT= 60 and 120m). This is obviously associated with a decrease in diameter at the springline reaching a value of 2.04 cm in the case of the profile P4 (GWT=120m). Such behavior which is consistent with the findings of [18] and [23] can be attributed firstly to (1) the vertical direction of seepage as the upper zones saturate before the lower zones which is principally linked to the magnitude of suction with depth, SWCC and K of the soil and secondly to (2) the volume change magnitudes which is proportional to the range of suction fluctuations. The same observations were made by Adem and Vanapalli [13] and Vu and Fredlund [14]. The profile P1, P2, P3 and P4 can represent different degrees of evapotranspiration during a dry season. As a result of this, it can be concluded from here that the higher the evapotranspiration or the depth of the water table the higher the induced distortions within the expansive soil mass and consequently the induced loading on the pipeline ring.

![Figure 9. Deformed mesh around the pipeline perimeter (x5 magnitude)](image)

### 7.3. Radial Forces

The obtained radial forces in the present analysis will be discussed considering those obtained in some previous studies carried out under other external loading such as unsupported excavation and frost heave in cold regions.

- Al-Khazaali et al. [20] used successfully SIGMA/W to investigate numerically the effect of a succession of unsupported excavations on nearby buried water transport pipeline considering of the effect of suction.
- Huang et al. [17] studied experimentally the circumferential induced strains and bending following vertical displacement due to frost heave in a permafrost.

#### 7.3.1. Axial Forces \(F_A\)

The volume changes that occur in the expansive soil mass associated with heave at the top surface will result in stresses and strains on the pipeline ring and this will consequently lead to additional loads expressed in this study as pipeline internal forces \(F_a\), \(F_s\) and \(M_B\). The result of the axial forces \(F_a\) along the perimeter of the Aine-Tine pipeline under different rainfall infiltration time durations at the chosen time steps 4, 8, 15, and 30 days considered for the four initial suction profiles P1, P2, P3 and P4 are shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that positive values are obtained at the crown and invert (at angles 0° and 180°) positions of the pipeline perimeter which means the development of axial compression forces for all the initial suction profiles while negative values appeared in the springline (right, 90° and left, 270°) which means axial tension forces were developed in this location of the perimeter. Figure 10d shows the developed axial forces after 30 days of rainfall for the suction profile P4 which corresponds to the deepest GWT used in this study. The tension forces reached 67.26 kN and 66.03 kN at the crown and invert, respectively. The obtained values are 38% higher than those obtained after 15 days of simulation (Figure 10c) while the increase reaches 104% between 8 days (Figure 10b) and 15 days. Regarding the compressive axial forces, the magnitudes are slightly lower and the ratios are equal to 14% and 139% from 8days to 15 days and from 15 days to 30 days, respectively. Due to the downward vertical direction of
infiltration flow, the obtained values at the crown location are a slightly higher than those obtained in the invert while they are identical at the left and right springline locations. The axial compression and tension forces proportionally increased with both the duration of the infiltration from 4 to 30 days and the initial soil suction profiles from P1 to P4. From the results of Figure 10, it can be concluded that for a shallow water table which corresponds to the results indicated by the red contours and a short period of rainfall, as in the case of 4 days (Figure 10a), the pipe ring will receive negligible axial forces.

The presented results reflect the behavior of the soil-pipeline system with respect to the rain time duration and the initial suction conditions. This can be ascribed to the soil suction contribution to the unsaturated behavior of the Aine-Tine soil which is expressed as volume expansion. The decrease of the suction (see Figure 6) around the pipeline ring will produce stresses and strains at all nodes of the model following the rainfall infiltration. This will consequently, lead to an increase in tension axial forces at the crown and invert location. In contrast, the decrease of the soil suction with rainfall for all the cases P1, P2, P3 and P4 will also cause an increase in compression axial forces at the springline location. Similar observations have been reported by Alkhazaali et al. [20] however, the axial compressive forces were obtained at the springline location (i.e., 90° and 270°) while tensile forces were obtained at the crown and invert locations (i.e., 0° and 180°). This is due to the dominance of the horizontal displacements induced by a succession of unsupported vertical excavation operations unlike in the present study, the vertical displacements are dominant due to the expansion of the Aine-Tine soil upwards.

![Figure 10. Axial force $F_A$ distribution along pipeline perimeter (kN) with time](image)

7.3.2. Shear Forces $F_S$

Figure 11 presents the variation of the circumferential shear forces $F_S$ along the cross section pipeline wall. The shear forces developed on the pipeline wall increase with the rainfall time duration. Where the maximum peak (Positive) values were calculated approximately at angles 30° and 225° while the minimum peak (Negative) values were calculated at angles 135° and 330° while those obtained by Al-Khazaali et al. [20] are located approximately in the same locations (Approximately ± 5°) with opposite signs and increase with the depth of excavation which has the same role as the downward flux which induces the vertical movements in the present analysis. Furthermore, the obtained shear forces have symmetrical distribution whereas those obtained by Al-Khazaali et al. [20] are higher in
magnitude and much higher at the side close to the front of the excavation. This is due to the horizontal direction of the large sliding movements as discussed above. It can be noticed from each of the plotted curves of Figures 11a, 11b, 11c and 11d, that obviously the induced shear forces increase with respect to the initial suction profile \((u_a - u_w)\) conditions P1, P2, P3 and P4, which corresponds to different theoretical water table levels or may reflect different degrees of evapotranspiration which are very probable in arid and semi-arid climate such as the site of the present study. The magnitudes of the calculated shear forces are lower than those of the axial forces where as shown in Figures 11a, 11b, 11c and 11d, the positive peak values for P4 (with purple color) calculated at the location 30° are equal to 0.25, 1.11, 1.92 and 2.32 kN and those calculated at 225° reached 0.04, 0.41, 1.4 and 1.95 kN. The same observation about the change of magnitudes can be drawn regarding the influence of the duration and the depth of the GWT as for the axial forces.

![Figure 11. Shear force \(F_s\) distribution along pipeline perimeter (kN) with time](image)

### 7.3.3. Bending Moment \(M_B\)

The bending moment results \(M_B\) calculated along the pipeline perimeter are shown in Figure 12 using the color red, blue, green and purple to represent the results of P1, P2, P3 and P4, respectively. It is clear that they present a similar trend and present a consistent response as for the previous internal forces (axial and shear forces). The peak positive values were found at angles 90° and 270° while, for the peak negative values, they were found at angles 0° and 180° which are the similar location for the peak axial force values but with different signs. Regardless of the time duration chosen it can be observed that peak values of calculated bending moment \(M_B\) increased almost twice between each two subsequent initial suction condition from P1 to P4 and have dissymmetric distribution (in Figures 12a, 12b, 12c, and 12d). Similar results in terms of trends but with different magnitudes are reported in [17] for buried gas pipelines in cold regions which experienced vertical movements caused by differential frost heaves leading to the generation of circumferential strains as well as bending moments which are worse in the transition zone between frozen and unfrozen soil. Based on the comparison between the results of the peak values plotted in Figure 12, it was found that regardless of the duration of the simulation or the depth of the GWT, the order with respect to the magnitudes is as follows: the crown (0°), springline (90° and 270°) and the invert (180°) while the maximum values of bending moment are calculated using the profile P4 after 30 days of rainfall and they reach values, respectively, 0.51, 0.41 and
0.38 kN.m. Reading attentively the Figure 11 and Figure 12, it can be seen that at zero shear stresses location, the peak values (positive and negative) of bending moments were obtained. From the obtained results, it obvious that the internal forces are sensitive to the variation of the soil suction following a rainfall event on high expansive soil such as the clay of Aine-Tine site.

Figure 12. Bending moment $M_B$ distribution along pipeline perimeter (kN) with time

8. Conclusions

In the present study, numerical analyses were performed to investigate the transverse structural behavior of buried pipelines in expansive soils considering the unsaturated behavior of soil under the effect of 4mm/day rainfall precipitation lasting for 30 days as an external hydraulic loading. Considering the water supply 800 mm pipeline coming from the Beni-Haroun Dam and buried at 2 m depth in Aine-Tine (Mila, Algeria) high expansive soil, four simulations were performed to demonstrate the effect of the initial suction profiles P1, P2, P3 and P4 which may represent different degrees of aridity that characterize regions with arid and semi-arid climate.

The results obtained were expressed in terms of (1) changes in soil suction, (2) heave and deformations and (3) radial forces (Axial $F_A$, Shear $F_S$ forces and Bending moment $M_B$). Analysis of the results allowed to reach the following conclusions:

- Rainfall events can cause additional loads on buried pipelines in expansive soils because of the important role of the unsaturated behavior of such soils especially in arid and semi-arid regions.
- Due to the soil saturation process caused by the progressive rainfall infiltration water within the soil, the expansive soil exhibits volume changes associated with heave at the ground surfaces following decrease in suction indicating that the effect of the soil suction ($u_d - u_w$) must be taken carefully into consideration, especially where the seasonal variation of moisture content is very high.
- The induced soil heave and the radial forces exerted on the pipeline wall (Axial, Shear and Bending moment) increase with the initial soil suction (P1, P2, P3 and P4) and also with the rainfall duration (4, 8, 15 and 30 days).
• The initial suction values worked out from the water table depth or from the degree of evapotranspiration and the importance of the rainfall precipitation are important factors that impact seriously the unsaturated behavior of the soil behavior as well as the response of the pipeline structure.

• The pipeline cross-section ovalization can be the logic reason to many water leakage points along the paths of the Mila water supply pipelines including the one located in Aine-Tine site especially near the pipeline joints.

The results of the present study are very useful to understand the origin of the damages reported on the Ain-Tine water supply pipeline. The results of this study made clear that in order to achieve a realistic design of buried lifeline infrastructures, the unsaturated behavior of the embedding expansive soil should be taken into consideration under realistic climatic conditions of the region. Moreover, this study analyzed only the transverse behavior of the pipeline structure under simplified hypotheses. In order to achieve more realistic results, a representative daily precipitation data (i.e., intensity, duration and frequency) would be used instead. In addition, many types of the pipelines such as rigid, flexible, welded and jointed and with different diameter are buried to transport fluids and which need to be considered in the future studies. It would be also interesting to study the longitudinal behavior of the pipeline.
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